Wall enhancement ratio and partial wall enhancement on MRI associated with the rupture of intracranial aneurysms
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ABSTRACT

Objectives To evaluate the risk factors for rupture of intracranial aneurysms (IAs) using high resolution MRI (HRMRI).

Methods 91 consecutive patients with 106 IAs were reviewed from February 2016 to April 2017. Patients and IAs were divided into ruptured and unruptured groups. In addition to the clinical characteristics of the patients, the features of IAs (eg, shape) were evaluated by CT angiography, whereas wall thickness, enhanced patterns, and enhancement ratio (ER) were evaluated by MRI. Multiple logistic regression analysis was used to identify independent risk factors associated with the rupture of IAs. Receiver operating characteristic curve analysis was performed on the final model, and the optimal thresholds were obtained.

Results ER (OR 6.638) and partial wall enhancement (PWE) (OR 6.710) were not markers of aneurysms more prone to rupture, but simply were more commonly found in the ruptured aneurysm cohort. The threshold value for ER was 61.5%.

Conclusions ER (≥61.5%) and IAs with PWE are better predictors of rupture. Increased attentions should be paid to these factors during assessment of IA rupture.

INTRODUCTION

In clinical practice, the universal treatment of incidental unruptured intracranial aneurysms (UIAs) is controversial, and the use of microsurgical clipping or endovascular coiling for UIAs has risks. Thus assessment of the risks for rupture of UIAs is of great clinical value. Traditionally, it has been reported that the size of intracranial aneurysms (IAs) is a specific risk factor for rupture, and it is believed that larger IAs are more prone to rupture than smaller IAs.1 However, smaller IAs may also rupture. Hemodynamics are believed to play an important role in the prediction of rupture of IAs. Recently, one study reported that aneurysmal hemodynamics alone provided no additional value in the discrimination of rupture status.2 Other characteristics, such as age, IA location, irregular shape, and aspect ratio are also associated with IA rupture.1 3 However, the sensitivity and specificity of these factors require further improvement. Therefore, a more reliable method to determine if IAs are at risk of rupture is essential.

Recently, enhanced high resolution MRI (HRMRI) has been used to assess intracranial arterial disease, including angiogram negative non-perimesencephalic subarachnoid hemorrhage,3 atherosclerotic plaque, vasculitis, reversible cerebral vasoconstriction syndrome, moyamoya disease, and even IAs.4 Aneurysmal wall enhancement (AWE) is believed to reflect wall inflammation and is a new imaging biomarker for risk evaluation.5-12 However, AWE has not been sufficiently investigated. We hypothesized that AWE might be a marker of aneurysmal wall inflammation as well as inflammation associated with rupture of IAs and, therefore, the enhancement ratio (ER) of AWE would be stronger in ruptured IAs (RIAs) than in UIAs.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patients

This retrospective study was approved by our institutional ethics committee. From February 2016 to April 2017, 106 patients with saccular IAs diagnosed by CT angiography (CTA) were recruited to undergo enhanced HRMRI. Exclusion criteria included the following: (1) children, pregnancy and patients who had contraindications to MRI and the use of contrast agents, such as patients with a pacemaker, claustrophobia, renal insufficiency, or contrast allergy (n=2); (2) patients with traumatic fusiform IAs, cases in which arteriovenous malformations were present, and cases with poor image quality (n=4); (3) patients with a recent history of aspirin or non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug use (n=3); and (4) patients with RIAs who experienced a serious disturbance of consciousness or those who were unable to cooperate during the MRI examination (n=6). Finally, 91 patients (19 with RIAs and 72 with UIAs) with 106 IAs (19 RIAs and 87 UIAs) were available for analysis. Eighteen RIAs and 30 UIAs were managed with either coiling or clipping, and 58 UIAs were observed.

Three-dimensional volume rendered (VR) images were then obtained after contrast agent (Visipaque 320; GE Healthcare) injection at a rate of 4–4.5 mL/s.

**Magnetic resonance imaging**

MR was performed using a 3.0 T clinical MR scanner (Signa HDx, GE Healthcare) with an 8 channel head coil. The examination protocol included three-dimensional time of flight MRA, and pre- and post-contrast T1WI HRMRI. First, a three-dimensional time of flight MRA was performed for the localization of subsequent scans. The imaging time was approximately 3 min 42 s and the images generated were three-dimensional VR with maximum intensity projection. Then, the walls of the IAs were imaged by a two-dimensional black blood T1WI FSE sequence before and after contrast agent administration. The imaging parameters optimized for the T1W sequence were TR/TE=580/11 ms, field of view=16×16 cm, acquired matrix=384×224, slice thickness=1.2 mm, and layer spacing=0 mm. A total of 20 mL of Gd-BOPTA (MultiHance; Bracco, Shanghai, China) was injected into the antecubital vein by an automatic injector (Medrad; Warrendale, Pennsylvania, USA) at a rate of 2 mL/s. Each aneurysm scan was performed in the axial, coronal, sagittal, and axial planes in turn, and no patient had contrast allergy. The total scan time was 3 min 8 s per sequence.

**Image analysis**

All images were transferred to the GE Advantix workstation (Advantage Windows 4.5) and image analysis was performed by two experienced radiologists (LW, 18 years’ experience in neuroradiology; SL, 5 years’ experience in vascular imaging). For CTA image analysis, the images were reconstructed into a three-dimensional VR model for each aneurysm; then, the wall enhancement patterns were categorized as no (no enhancement of the whole wall compared with pre-contrast scan), entire (the whole wall presented as enhanced) or partial wall enhancement (arrows) compared with the pre-contrast image (B). Nineteen days later, the aneurysm ruptured with subarachnoid hemorrhage (arrow) (D).

The signal intensity (SI) at the neck, body, and dome portions of the IAs was measured manually on the pre- and post-enhancement images, magnified three-fold on the PACS system (figure 4). Then, average values were used, and the maximum SI was chosen out of four enhancement sequences. ER was calculated as follows: $ER = \frac{SI_{\text{max}} - SI_{\text{pre}}}{SI_{\text{pre}}} \times 100\%$. Wall thickness at the neck, body, and dome portions of the IAs was measured manually on the post-enhancement images. Average values were used for all subsequent statistical analyses.

**Statistical analysis**

All statistics were performed using the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS, Illinois, USA, V.17.0), and a $p$ value <0.05 was considered statistically significant. All data are expressed as means±SD or n (%), as appropriate. X$^2$ tests and paired t tests or Mann–Whitney U tests were used to determine the reliability of the numerical data of the two observers. For continuous data, a two tailed independent Student’s t test (for normally distributed
data) or the Mann–Whitney U test (for non-normally distributed data) was performed. Categorical data were compared using $X^2$ tests. All variables were entered into univariate analysis if $p$ values were $<0.2$. Those features achieved significance in univariate analysis ($p<0.05$) were entered into forward multiple logistic regression to calculate OR and 95% CI for the likelihood of aneurysm rupture. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis was performed to determine the cut-off value, and the criterion for the selection of the cut-off point was when the value of (sensitivity + specificity – 1) reached its maximum.

RESULTS

Clinical characteristics of the 91 patients are listed in table 1. Of these patients, 62 were women and 29 were men (2.1:1 ratio of women to men). Mean age of the patients was 56.76±9.91 years (55.21±12.11 years for patients with RIAs and 57.17±9.20 years for patients with UIAs). Fifty-six years was chosen to dichotomize the sample as mean patient age was 56.76 years. According to the $X^2$ test, no associations were found between clinical characteristics and rupture of IAs.

The level of agreement between the two observers with respect to the morphological data was satisfactory ($p>0.05$). The geometric and morphological characteristics of RIAs and UIAs are shown in table 2. IAs with an irregular shape, no enhancement, PWE, depth, maximum size, wall thickness, and ER were associated with rupture.

Then, these variables ($p\leq0.05$) were entered into a forward conditional multiple logistic regression model. The ER (OR 6.638) and IAs with PWE (OR 6.710) were better predictors of rupture (table 3).

The threshold value of the ER was 61.5%, and the value of the area under the curve was 0.798 (figure 5); sensitivity and specificity values for the detection of ruptured aneurysms were 89.5% and 63.2%, respectively (table 4).

DISCUSSION

Several experimental and human studies have suggested that inflammation is a key component in the pathophysiology of the formation and rupture of IAs.\textsuperscript{15} 16 17 The pathobiological alterations in the aneurysm wall are very complicated and have been shown to involve many histopathologic changes, including disruption of the internal elastic lamina, smooth muscle cell migration, myointimal hyperplasia,\textsuperscript{18} intramural bleeding from the fragile vasa vasorum or atherosclerosis, infiltration of inflammatory cells, and release of inflammatory cytokines and proteases.\textsuperscript{16 19} These processes then destroy the extracellular matrix proteins and weaken the vessel wall.\textsuperscript{10} Previous studies have used ultra small particles of iron oxide as an MRI specific target

---

**Table 2** Morphological characteristics of aneurysms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Unruptured (n=87)</th>
<th>Ruptured (n=19)</th>
<th>p Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anterior circulation (n (%))</td>
<td>85 (97.7)</td>
<td>19 (100.0)</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bifurcation (n (%))</td>
<td>37 (42.5)</td>
<td>12 (63.2)</td>
<td>0.102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irregular shape (n (%))</td>
<td>35 (40.2)</td>
<td>16 (84.2)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neck width (mm)</td>
<td>4.56±1.80</td>
<td>4.46±1.99</td>
<td>0.835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth (mm)*</td>
<td>5.99±0.60</td>
<td>7.02±4.33</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Size (mm)*</td>
<td>7.29±6.60</td>
<td>8.34±4.78</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow angle (°)</td>
<td>113.02±28.71</td>
<td>113.30±28.22</td>
<td>0.969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wall thickness (mm)*</td>
<td>0.93±0.47</td>
<td>1.17±0.34</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Variables showing significant difference by univariate analysis ($p<0.05$).

**Table 3** Binary logistic regression analysis for all ruptured aneurysms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>OR</th>
<th>p Value</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>β</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Partial enhancement</td>
<td>6.710</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>1.805 to 24.938</td>
<td>1.904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhancement ratio</td>
<td>6.638</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>1.919 to 22.967</td>
<td>1.893</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

β, partial regression coefficient.
also supports the idea that AWE would be stronger in RIAs than in UIAs. The reason for this may be the presence of more intense inflammation and increased permeability, intraluminal thrombus, stagnation, or leakage of the contrast agent on strong wall enhancement.

Previous studies have reported that AWE may be a helpful finding for identification of RIAs in patients with multiple IAs and subarachnoid hemorrhage7 and may be suggestive of the rupture point.8 In this study, the partially enhanced apex of 6 RIAs coincided with the ruptured point, as determined by HRMRI or during surgery. Our data showed that one unruptured aneurysm with PWE ruptured 19 days later. Therefore, the PWE of an IA may suggest the rupture point, which is helpful information for clinicians.

In fact, 16 IAs with PWE were included in our study, and all of the enhancement was present in the irregularly shaped portion or in daughter sacs. Furthermore, 16 RIAs had an irregular shape, and 9 RIAs exhibited PWE. Our previous studies reported that IAs with an irregular shape were associated with a higher risk of rupture.13 14 The reason for this may be that the irregular shape leads to instability of the blood flow pattern, induction of damage in the endothelial cell layer, inflammatory cell infiltration, thin walls and dense areas in the vasa vasorum, as well as increased permeability, stagnation, or leakage of the contrast agent.15 16 All of these can lead to PWE.

The rupture point of the aneurysm is usually in the dome portion, and thin walls are positively correlated with the rupture of IAs. A previous study also reported that the thickness of the aneurysmal wall was greater in the neck portion than in the dome portion.20 We also measured wall thickness and, interestingly, the wall thickness of RIAs was greater than that of UIAs. The reasons for this conflicting result may be that we measured wall thickness on post-enhancement images and that the wall we visualized was the true wall plus other tissue components, such as adjacent parenchyma or leakage of the contrast agent. Another reason is that we may have underestimated wall thickness due to the partial volume effects.21 Hence we suggest that enhanced wall thickness should be excluded as a predictor of rupture risk of IAs.

We also investigated the clinical characteristics of the patients, such as age and occurrence of cerebral atherosclerosis. Our previous studies have reported that these factors were associated with rupture.13 14 12 However, in this study, the results showed that these clinical factors were not significantly different between RIAs and UIAs. The reason for this may be that this study had a relatively small sample size.

**Limitations**

This study had several limitations. First, the data were collected from a single relatively small center. Second, this was a retrospective study, and thus the size of the RIAs may have changed and generated inflammatory changes around the wall of the IAs due to rupture, although a previous study reported that aneurysms size does not shrink after rupture.22 Third, the researchers performing the measurements were not completely blinded to the fact that the aneurysms were ruptured or unruptured, and this may have resulted in bias. Fourth, subarachnoid hemorrhage from a ruptured IA could generate an inflammatory response around the wall, which may give false positive results. However, a previous study reported that AWE might precede rupture rather than occur as a result of rupture.4 Fifth, the HRMRI resolution was not sufficiently high to precisely measure the wall, especially wall thickness <1 mm, and there may have been considerable inter/inter-rater reliability. Finally, we did not investigate the relationship between ER and the degree of inflammation by contrast agent of inflammation, but this is difficult to implement in routine clinical practice.5 6 Recently, HRMRI has been used in individuals with IAs, and AWE was considered to be a sign of wall inflammation, although this still requires further investigation. In this study, we evaluated the wall of IAs using the black blood sequence and a common gadolinium agent, and found that the ER and PWE are associated with rupture of IAs.

AWE on HRMRI has already been found to be an important indicator of an unsteady state and rupture.7–12 Previous studies have reported that AWE was seen more frequently in RIAs,7 8 11 defined AWE as non-evident, faint, or strong, and indicated that strong enhancement has a high specificity for RIAs.8 However, this evaluation method sometimes leads to a dilemma—for example, sometimes distinguishing faint from strong enhancement is difficult. In this study, we measured the wall SI on pre- and post-enhancement images and the quantitative method was employed to avoid these issues. We found that the ER (≥61.5%) correlated with rupture of IAs and with higher sensitivity than our previous studies by CTA.13 14 However, no consensus exists with respect to a common threshold value, and this finding

---

**Table 4** Area under the curve for enhancement ratio

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Area (envelope) (%)</th>
<th>p Value</th>
<th>Sen (%)</th>
<th>Spe (%)</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enhancement</td>
<td>0.798</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>89.5</td>
<td>63.2</td>
<td>0.703 to 0.893</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sen, sensitivity; Spe, specificity; Threshold value, the cut-off for the enhancement ratio.
pathology because it is difficult to obtain pathology results. In the future, larger sample sizes and a prospective study should be conducted, and we would expect to follow patients with untreated IAs for several years to observe the patterns of wall enhancement, degree of enhancement, and whether rupture occurs, although this could be very difficult. In addition, the relationship between ER and degree of inflammation requires confirmation in future animal studies. These are under our investigation.

**CONCLUSION**

Based on the HRMRI findings, we found that ER (≥61.5%) and IAs with PWE were more commonly found in the ruptured aneurysm cohort. Thus, in clinical practice, greater attention should be paid to IAs with these characteristics.
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